HAWKERS’ SIGNATURE DISHES

GREEN PAPAYA
Shredded green papaya, carrot, cucumber,lime,red onion,andfish sauce. $4

SPRING SALAD
Servedonabedofromainelettuce.$5

LETTUCE WRAPS
Byorderonly.$6

BASIL FRIED RICE
TraditionalChinesefriedricewithonions,eggs,&scallions.$5

CHOW FUN
TraditionalChinesefriedricewithshrimp,char siu,chicken,onions,&scallions.$6

YEN-HEWU CHOW FUN
A popularfriedricefromYen-Hehuwithshrimp,char siu,chicken,onions,&scallions. $6

WHITE RICE
$3

BROWN RICE
$1.5

HAWKERS’ ORIGINALS
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